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Introducing the RSPduo
The RSPduo is the biggest change to SDR since the RSP1
RSP family of Full Featured Wideband SDR Receivers
Dual independent tuners

1kHz

2 MHz visibility

2 GHz

2 MHz visibility
Monitor two widely spaced bands
Mix and match applications, simultaneously

ATC + ADSB
Dual Tuners

One USB interface means........
Phase and time coherent demodulation

Diversity Demodulation: Spatial, Frequency and Polarisation
Dual Tuners Plus..............

- 14-bit ADCs
- Redesigned front end filters
- Better Selectivity
- Increased Dynamic Range
- Outstanding performance in challenging reception conditions
The RSPDuo – Redefining SDR
The Price: $279

Available direct from www.sdrplay.com and our Channel Partners:

![ML&S](https://www.sdrplay.com/distributors/)

and our network of resellers:

https://www.sdrplay.com/distributors/
Come and see the RSPduo in action